MULTI-DISTRICT PROJECT FAIR FAQ
What is a Rotary International Multi-District Project Fair?
It’s an event where Clubs from multiple countries (in this case Mexico and the United States) showcase
their Projects to with the objective of potentially partnering with each other.
What’s the purpose of a Rotary International Multi-District Project Fair?
There are 3 key purposes:
•
•
•

Promote friendship between all clubs of different international districts.
Help small and/or new Rotary Clubs get involved in International Projects, learn how District
and Global Grants work and can help them with their community projects
Partnership with Clubs to leverage Rotary Foundation funds to maximize funding possibilities
for projects. In some cases this may lead to completion of a project that otherwise could not be
completed because of lack of funding.

Who can attend a RIPF?
Whether or not your club has a project, all clubs are invited.
How can a Club showcase a Project at a RIPF?
Clubs presenting Projects must be prepared with complete information. This would include type of
project, location, how many people will be benefit, if there are more sponsors, how much time will it
take to complete, total cost, who will be in charge of the completion, how much money is the club
investing, how much money is needed for completion, type of grant requested, pictures, video, etc.
Can a Club with no projects to showcase attend?
Sure, the RIPF needs Clubs with no projects and clubs with projects, to explore working together for a
completion of a project.
Are there other benefits for Rotarians that attend?
Yes, all attendees will Connect with Rotarians from their District and Districts from other areas and
countries. You will share ideas and plan future partnerships for the 2020 Rotary International MultiDistrict Project Fair.
Can a Club partner with another Club?
Yes, one Club can partner with another for years, but need to be open to participate with other Clubs
too. The purpose of the RIPF is that all clubs participate with different clubs not just one.

